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G R A M M A R  

Complete the article by filling the gaps with proper verb form or verb tense. Write your answers 

in the spaces below the article. 

Example: (00) denied 

 

The focus of the search for a missing Malaysia Airlines jetliner shifted westwards on Thursday, 

towards the vastness of the Indian Ocean, as the Malaysian authorities -00- (deny) a variety of reports 

related to the jetʾs disappearance, and experts pored over military radar data that seemed to indicate 

the flight -01- (turn) west and remained airborne long after its last contact with ground controllers. 

  Yet in a measure of the continued caution and bafflement among the authorities here, Malaysiaʾs 

defence minister said the main search effort -02- (continue) to be east of the Malaysia peninsula, in the 

Gulf of Thailand and the South China Sea. 

  Even so, the United States destroyer Kidd -03- (redeploy) to the Strait of Malacca west of Malaysia, 

the Seventh Fleet and Pentagon officials said – one of several indications that the hunt for Malaysia 

Airlines Flight 370 – 04 – (turn) away from the eastern waters that – 05 – (comb) by dozens of ships 

and airplanes for days. 

  Malaysian officials said they -06- (expand) the search into the Andaman Sea, the part of the Indian 

Ocean northwest of the strait. The Pentagon said that the Kidd -07- (search) there, at the request of the 

Malaysian government, and that the area – 08- (overfly, already) by a P-3 surveillance plane. 

  A senior Pentagon official said the authorities -09- (look) pretty closely at the possibility that the 

plane went down in the Indian Ocean, but hadn’t reached any conclusions. Pentagon officials said that 

several American agencies -10- (review) radar signals, but had not as yet found anything that would 

indicate specifically were the plane  -11- (go, might) down.   

  In a news briefing that was more structured and organised than those of earlier days, the Malaysian 

authorities denied a widely circulated report that the jetliner, a Boeing 777, - 12- (transmit) technical 

data after contact with the cockpit was lost around 1:30am Saturday morning, when the airplane -13- 

(be) on course towards Beijing, its scheduled destination. 

  The report, by The Wall Street Journal, asserted that Rolls-Royce, the maker of the aircraftʼs engines, 

-14- (receive) routine data transmissions from those engines on schedule after contact with the cockpit 

was lost, -15- (suggest) that the plane remained aloft for several more hours.  

01 ………………………………………..  09……………………………………….. 

02………………………………………..  10 ………………………………………. 

03 ………………………………………..  11 ………………………………………. 

04 ………………………………………...  12 ………………………………………. 

05 …………………………………………  13 ………………………………………. 

06 ………………………………………..  14 ………………………………………. 

07 ………………………………………..  15 ……………………………………….. 

08 ……………………………………….. 
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V O C A B U L A R Y  

Read the article below. Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each line to form a word 

that fits in the space in the same line. Write your answers in the spaces provided. 

 

It's a crime to toss a banana at the first sign of a brown spot.  

You can freeze your fruit or let it get -01- and sweet,   RIPE   01................. 

but either way, use it in these – 02- recipes!    DELICIOUSLY 02................. 

Bananas are the Swiss army knife of the culinary – 03-,   UNIVERSAL  03…………... 

the jack of the fruit trade. This scrumptious yellow fruit  

can be eaten alone, sliced into other foods, mixed into  

ice cream, blended into – 04-, and added to myriad    SMOOTH  04…………... 

baked goods recipes. 

If there's a fruit that's as – 05-, as universally loved,   VERSATILITY 05…………... 

and as – 06- as the almighty banana, I haven't heard of   UBIQUITY  06…………... 

it yet and, quite – 07-, I don't even care!    FRANK  07…………... 

Bananas were one of the first foods you -08- ever ate,   PROBABILITY 08………….. 

but if you think you've – 09- them, you should reconsider.   GROWN  09………….. 

If we take their low cost into account in -10- to how   ADD   10………….. 

nutrient-packed, -11-, and rich with energy bananas are,   TASTE  11………….. 

they stand out as the one -12- snack to rule them all.   HEALTH  12………….. 

If bananas have a -13-, it's that their exterior can get,   DOWN  13………….. 

shall we say, -14- in the blink of an eye.     APPETIZE  14………….. 

I've heard about some people – 15- disposing of bananas   ACTUAL  15………….. 

at the first signs of -16-—the horror!     SPOT   16………….. 

Rather than doing something so barbaric and -17-,    WASTE  17………….. 

why not use your overripe bananas to concoct -18- treats?  GUILTY  18………….. 

And since we're all fit-minded -19- here, they'll pack   FOLKLORE  19………….. 

-20- of protein as well.       HEAPED  20………….. 
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R E A D I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  

Read the article about John Fitzgerald Kennedy. For questions 01-10, decide which of the sentences (A-

M) above the article best fits into each of the numbered gap in the article. There are three extra 

sentences. 

A promoting every kind of seaside activity 

B involves exploring the inland seas 

C that dotted the headlands and fields 

D creeping up from the depths below 

E but few tourists seem to know it yet 

F having a mischievous glint in his eye 

G there are two windswept islands to explore 

H many of the whales can be seen breaking and breaching the surface 

I putting a hold on our kayaking adventure 

J which gives it an unbeatable appeal 

K some can hold their breath for up to an hour 

L capable of knocking us sideways 

M to continue my journey along the coast 

When I saw the first roll of dark skin emerge from the water, I knew we weren’t alone. I was on a boat 

with Whale Watch West Cork less than a kilometre off the coast of Baltimore, a village on Ireland’s 

southwest coast, and the captain, Nic Slocum, had just spotted a menacing shadow – 01 -. He switched 

off the engine. A moment later, the 10 Spanish, British and German travellers on deck started to 

shriek: next to our drifting tugboat was a 7.5m-long, bullet-headed minke whale, - 02 - . 

The whale-watching trip was my first experience on southwest Ireland’s new tourist route the Wild 

Atlantic Way. The world’s longest uninterrupted coastal drive – beating out California’s Pacific Coast 

Highway, South Africa’s Garden Route and Australia’s Great Ocean Road – the trail runs 2,500km 

from the Inishowen Peninsula in Donegal County to Kinsale in County Cork. It officially launched in 

February after years of planning from Fáilte Ireland, the National Tourism Development Authority, 

joining adventure tour operators together to create a gigantic eco-tourism network – 03 -, including sea 

kayaking, hiking, fishing, surfing, foraging and whale watching. 

Ireland’s southwest coast is one of the easiest places in the world to see whales, porpoises and 

dolphins in the wild, - 04 -. Attracted by plankton, krill and large shoals of herring, minke, fin, 

humpback, and the occasional killer whale habitually pass through the briny coastal waters between 

http://www.whalewatchwestcork.com/
http://www.ireland.com/en-gb/campaign/normal-campaign/2013/12/wild-atlantic-way/wild-atlantic-way
http://www.ireland.com/en-gb/campaign/normal-campaign/2013/12/wild-atlantic-way/wild-atlantic-way
http://www.gardenroute.co.za/
http://www.visitvictoria.com/Regions/great-ocean-road
http://www.failteireland.ie/
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Donegal and Cork City. They can eat up to 2,000kg a day, and during the annual herring run in 

November – when the fish return from the sea to fresh water in order to spawn, - 05 -.  Unlike other 

areas famous for whale watching – including Patagonia, Mexico and Hawaii, where the mammals 

come to breed – in Ireland, they come to eat. “That means we have fewer whales spread over a larger 

area,” Slocum said. “But we still manage sightings nearly every day.” The frequency of sightings is 

particularly impressive since whales spend 80% to 85% of their time underwater; - 06 -. 

From Baltimore, I took a short 23km drive east, past farms and guesthouses – 07 -, to the village of 

Union Hall. Rumoured to be the most beautiful sea kayaking spot in the country, the small fishing 

village on the west side of Glandore Harbour has a secluded beach cove and a network of around 10 

sea caves and inlets. The visibility of the water reaches 12m, allowing crystal-clear glimpses of shoals 

of Atlantic fish and billowing seaweed. About 300m offshore, - 08 -, so small they are unnamed and 

both home to an undisturbed nursery for seal pups. Amazingly, the sea caves, beach coves  and islands 

all lie within an easy 15-minute paddle of the nearest pub. 

It is in Union Hall that I met Atlantic Sea Kayaking’s Jim Kennedy, one of the principal forces behind 

the new tourism venture. “Ireland is under developed and the coastline is very intricate, - 09 -,” he 

explained. “There is a lyrical beauty to the ocean around the Irish coast, but what also makes it so 

special are the people and experiences – they are different all the way from Donegal to Kinsale. Even 

the rain is different.” 

As I left Lough Hyne – 10 -, I knew I had to return to Ireland’s Wild Atlantic Way. From Kenmare to 

Kilrush, from Shannon to Sligo, there were kilometres and kilometres of adventure yet to explore...and 

hundreds of sea creatures yet to see. 

Total points:............./10pts 
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L I S T E N I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  

Listen to the text and match the titles (A-F) to the gaps 01-05. You will score 1pt for each correct 

answer. There is an example at the beginning (00). 

Example: 00 …C… 

 

A  We get paid less than you think  

 

B  Turbulence is not that big a deal 

 

C We forgot about the seatbelt sign  

 

D Air traffic control delays are not air traffic control’s fault  

 

E We never want to say too much 

 

F Do not drink the coffee 

 

 

 

01………. 

 

02………. 

 

03………. 

 

04………. 

 

05 ……… 

 

 

 

 
    Total points: ……………pts 
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VOCABULARY: PROGRESSIVE TEST 

 

List as many titles of English films as you can. You will score 1 point for every 3 correctly 

spelled answers. 

Example: 00 The Kingʾs Speech 
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